The symmetric algebra S(E *
IfXGE, let X * denote the linear form Y -• (X, Y) on E. The map X-» X * establishes an isomorphism between E and its dual E*. Let S(E*) denote the symmetric algebra of all complex-valued polynomial functions on E. The action of G on E induces a representation R of G on S(E*) defined by (R(g)p) (X) = p(X g ) 9 y P es(E*) 9 vxeE.
m and / are nonnegative integers and if S m denotes the symmetric group on m elements, then it may be shown that
It follows from the above equation and by linearity that the map X * -> X *(D) extends to an isomorphism p -• p(P) between S(E*) and the symmetric algebra
ƒ E S(£ *). It is then shown that p E S (E *) is G-invariant if and only if p(D) is G-invariant.
Let J(E*) (resp. /(#)) denote the subalgebra of S(E*) (resp. of S(E)) consisting of all G-invariant polynomials (resp. of all G-invariant differential operators). Let J + (E*) denote the set of all G-invariant polynomials without constant terms;
. Let H(E *) denote the subspace of S(E *) consisting of all G-harmonic polynomials. Let J+(E *)S(E *) be the ideal in S(E *) generated by J + (E *), and denote by V the algebraic variety in E of common zeros of polynomials in the ideal J*(E *)S(E *). It follows from the theory of polynomial invariants (cf. [3, Chapter VI]) that J(E*) is generated by the constant function 1 and n(n -l)/2 polynomials p (J -defined by %(*)=£; (X u+k X fl -X n X u+k ), Ki<i<n;X = (X rs )eE.
1=1
Moreover, we have V= {XEE;Xs k X f = 0} and that H(E*)= {f<ES(E*): p^D)/ = 0, V i, ƒ, 1 < i < ƒ < n). It is then shown that the ideal / +(E *)S(E *) is prime.
THEOREM 1.1. The space S(E *) is decomposed into a direct sum as S(E *) = ƒ + (£*)£(£*) ©#(£*). Moreover, S(E*) = J(E*) ®H(E*) andH(E*) is
spanned by all polynomials (X*) m , m = 1, 2, . . . , for all X E V. (m v m 2 , . . . , m n , 0, . . . , 0) (k factors) . 
COROLLARY 1.2. IfS(V) denotes the ring of functions on V obtained by restricting elements of S(E *) to V, then the restriction mapping f-• f/V ( ƒ E H(E*)) is a G-module isomorphism of H(E*) onto S(V).

The irreducible holomorphic representations of G. Let
